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Court ~15~·n·ies Petition·
William Davis

.!.obophoto

DaVis: Student Fees
Not Used· for Stadium
By Marit S. Tully
UNM President William Davis said no student tuition or fees are
being used or obligated for the $1.8 million football stadium addition.
Davis said, in an interview yesterday, the funds being used now for
the stadium addition come from a capital construction budget which is
'separate from the general and instructional budget where tuition is
placed.
·

Davis said UNM ()an not identify specifically how tuition is spent,
but that it is put in the general and instructional budget, which is
used for such things as faculty salaries.

..'

Davis checked his information with John Perovich, vice president
for business and finance, during the interview.
The capital construction budget is made up of cash accumulated for
projects not yet started, Davis said. Whatever money spent now on
the stadium out of the current cash flow will be paid back with bonds,
he said.
Davis also said h~was aware of only 42' of the new seats being
reserved for invited guests of the University. J.D. Kailer, Lobo Club
president, was quoted in the LOBO yesterday as saying 100 of the 646
new seats would be .used by UNM to entertain visiting VIP's.
· Davis said he would be surprised if UNM used 46 seats for special
guests and said he enjoyed sitting with the students.
UNM would not be giving any of the $400 seats away and was only
saving some in anticipation that all646 could not be sold, he said.
If the demand for the seats is great enough, all of them might be
sold,.he said, and he would be ''delighted" if they were.
"If we do (sell them aiJ) rd be glad to sit up with the camera crew or
the marching band," he said.

.•

By Susan Walton
The ASUNM Student Court.
denieda motion by Mario Chavez
to have his name put in the April
28 vice-presidential run-off election. _
After a preliminary hearing,
the court refused to hear a court
case from Chavez because he
could not show cause.
"He did not submit to the court
enough evidence for a hearing,''
said Aundre West, chief justice
of the court.
·
·
"His points were assumptions,
nothing concret,e," West said.
"We determined there was a
seven-vote discrepancy and he
wasn't within that limit."
The court ruled last week that
there would be a run-off for the
vice-presidential race because
Dorothy Davidson was seven
· votes behind Celia Knight in the
court's recount and the court
ruled there was • a seven-vote
discrepancy in the entire election.
During
the
one-hour
preliminary. hearing, Chavez
presented his motion for an injunction which included six areas
of discrepancy. They were:
-Four or five students were
not allowed to cast their ballots
at the La Posada poll at closing
time;
-The Election Commission
said there was a two-vote
discrepancy in the total ballot
count;
-A ballot box was left
unlocked;
-Some voters wrote their own
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Brian Sanderoff
Aundre West
names on the line for write.-in secure area and after the recouncandidates and those votes were ts had been completed.
not counted;
"We're in college now," San-Poll workers at La Posada deroff said. "We know that the
wrote in the names of the studen- most cherished right in a
ts who voted instead of letting democracy is the secret ballot."
them sign their names on the He said that if students wrote in
ledger, 5ignature tablets;
'their names in addition to
-Chavez did not lose by a checking a candidate, then "why
significant enough number of did. this happen only on the vice
votes to be excluded from the president ·race, why not the
senatorial race also?"
run-off. ·
. He. said the procedures of the
, Brian Sanderoff, the ASUNM
attorney general, s.aid the.seven- Elections Commission do not
vote discrepancy· had been require that a student sign his or
established by the court. Chavez her name on the signature
received 24 votes less than Celia ledger. 11 The ledger is used for
the number of voters, not for the '
Knight.
He said one box was unlocked actual signature," Sanderoff
said.
for a short period of time, in
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Child Psy~hiatric Unit
Set for North Campus

GSA Approves $60,000 Budget

'

I

By Ellen Syvertsen
The
Graduate
Students
Association (GSA) approved a
budget of almost $60,000 for the
. upcoming academic year in a
meeting Tuesday.
The itemized expenditures
were requested by student
organizations on April 6 and 7 at
the GSA budgetary hearings
before the Finance Committee.
The Finance Committee last
week approved a final budget of
$59,870, a $200 increase over last
year's budget.
The Child Day Care Co·op
allocation, the 1argest sum
requested of the GSA, was granted $8,000.
The Clinical Law Program
received $4,900, an increase of
$f,OOO over last year's allocation
and a decrease ol $600 in the
amount requested.
· The council. approved an in ..
crease of $351 over last yearls
budget for the ASA Gallery. The
incrase was due to ~he establish·
ment of a work~study position to
aide the organization ·in its.
relocation, GSA President Bill
Tryon said of the $1467 item.
AGORA, the campus. C,risis

By Linda Landini
Construction of the $2.6 million children's psychiatric unit to be
Although
KUNM
had built on the north campus will begin in July, said Dr. Walter Winslow,
center, received the $1,100
requested
$6,600,
the
council
chairman of the UNM department of Psychiatry.
amount requsted.
voted to allot it the same $3000 it
The unit will serve as a facility in the Health Sciences Complex. It
The Poetry Series request for received last year.
will not be a free-standing hospital, but will be related to the Ber$600 remained unchanged.
The American Studies Journal nalillo County Medical Center, Bernalillo County Mental Health Ceowas
allotted $504, the same ter and Cancer Research Medical Center, Winslow said.
·
The International Center sufamount
as
l;&st
year.
The
53-bed
in·
and
out-patient
children's
unit
will
be
the
only
one of
fered the largest decrease over
The Fiesta Committee was its kind in the state and will replace the 12-bed psychiatric unit in Los
last year's funding, but Tryon
Lunas which closed March 11, 1976.
.
said the center "was aware that allotted $300.
The
LOBO's
request
of
$4,000
The
Department
of
Hospitals
and
Institutions
(DHI)
may set up a
last year's allocation was a oneas
Tryon·
temporary
unit
in
Las
Vegas
until
the
completion
of
the unit in
remained
uncontested
shot deal." The center received
called
the
newspaper
'"a
fine
Albuquerque.
However
this
idea
is
still
tentative,
Winslow
said.
$700 as compared to 1974·75's
paper.''
,
The new unit will handle emotionally disturbed children between
allocation of $3000.
The agreement between the the ages of 3 and 16. Staff members will evaluate the child, make the
GSA and Popejoy Hall to con· diagnosis and carry out treatment.
tinue ticket .discounts for
UNM students will be permitted to use.the unit for field work in the
graduate students was honored areas·of psychology, special education, guidance and counseling, nur·
. with
$4,000 aHottment for sing and others, he said.
. -%'Popejoy HalL
The unit will also offer family therapy, keep in contact with the
· The·
Intramural . and Albuquerque Public Schools and serve the juvenile courts in New
Recreation Board's request for Mexico.
$400 remained in the·budget.
"The people of New Mexico recognized the great need for a
The · Student
Veteran's children's psychiatric unit a long time ago/' Winslow said. It took the
Association was allotted funds work of hundreds of New Mexico citizens, UNM and DHI two years to
for the first time to provide get a bill through· the Legislature to get the"'money to build the unit,
tutorship positions for graduate he added.
students. It was allotted $300.
DHI res~arch said 1,767 New Mexico children need. some type of
A biil to allocate $750 to the psychiatric care, while approximateiy 2,400 children could use care at
Student Research Allocations ·some time or another, Winslow said.
Committee (SRAC) which would
The children's psychiatric unit will be located on the southwest core~aol~ it to fund conference ner of the old golf course west of the Law School. It will be funded by
travel for the rest of the summer · annual appropriations from the state and should be completed by Seppassed.
. tern her 1977.
"
Bill Tryon
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No Hormones, No Chemicals

New
Bv United Press International

7/YlYJJL, Goes

Up.'.~::'

I~J)IAN~roL~~,..,1,;'·~sidJJnt Ford, campaigning against
Ronald Reagan for the May 4 Indiana primary, pointed proudly
Thursday to broad improvement in the American economy and
said, "We're not going to get sidetracked now."
Ford, whose aides predict!ld a triumph in Indiana largely
beca~i;l~ of the economic good news, focused on shrinking inflation
and r1s10g employment at the outset of his first campaign visit to
the Hoosier State.
"Today e~erything that is supposed to be going up is going up
and e.ve_rythmg that is supposed to be going down is going down,"
he sa1d m a speech prepared for delivery at Butler University.

Labor Disputes Spread
Negotiators for the' United Rubber Workers, striking against
four major tire man11facturers, Thursday cited pressure on the
auto industry as an ally in their drive for a new contract.
The rubber worker.s' str,ike was the largest of a rash of labor
disputes in varying fields. Doctors went on strike at three major
Los Angeles County hospitals and were t'old to go back to work;
nurses walked picket lines in Willimantic, Conn., for the second
day, and City craft union workers picketed a convention hall in
San Francisco, where transportation was idled by their strike,
now 23 days old.
.

Contraceptiv~

BROOKLINE,
MASS
(UPIJ-Medical researches have
developed a new birth-control
device to detect a woman's fertility period- the time she can
become impregnated.
Manufacturers of the instrument say the consumer·
product would be inexpensive,
compact "and as !lasy to use as a
thermometer."
Call the Ovutimer, the device
has only been tested on a limited
basis, but Boston area doctors
say it could present a new
breakthrough in birth control for
women.
"It's been very successful in
aiding women (who had trouble
conceiving) to pregnancy," Louis
Kopito, a Massachusetts Institute of Technology Reasearcher, said.
Kopito said Ovutimer-which
claims to be 100 per cent
safe-may become a major
development in the field of contraception, if it can be developed
to have the same success rate for
women who want to prevent
pregnancy.

Annou·nced

'l'he device is seen as a way of
perfecting the rhythm method of
birth control, the only one~ approved. by the Catholic Church,
The rhythm method has been
criticized due to the difficulty in
predicting a woman's ovulation
period.
Although the device is
designed
for
use
by
gynecologists treating women
who have difficulty conceiving, a
consumer version of the
Ovutimer is being developed so
women may use it in the home.
It will help the women "to
quickly detect whether or not
they are·in the fertile period, and
therefore provide women with a
means of accurate and natufal
family planning," said Ovutime,
Inc., manufacturers of the in- ·
strument.
"It's 100 per cent safe. No
chemicals are involved and it
doesn't interfere with a woman's
cycle. It just measures," said
Kopito, "You could say it's a
totally passive method."
The instrument detects fertility by measuring- the fluidity of

·New! The HP-27 Scientific/Plus
from Hewlett-Packard.

cervical mucus within a woman's
body.
''Ovutimer has been tested for
over two years-in 1,340 te&ts on
fertile and infertile women-and
through 69 full monthly cycles.
An instrument for (medical) office use will be commercially
available· to physicia.ns this
year," Ovutime said in a news
release.
The reliability rate of the
device as a birth control device
has not yet been established
because of limited testing
Kopito said. He said he hoped th~
home version will be available
next year.
During ovulation-the time a
woman releases an egg-the
mucus changes from a sticky
thick consistency to a clear:
watery substa·nce of increasing
quantity. This makes it easier for
a male sperm to penetrate the in·
ternal female genital tract.
"The woman will be able to use
the Ovutimer every nonmenstrual day to determine her
fertile period exactly, or she can
use it just before intercourse to
see if she is ovulating or is about
to ovulate, and likely to conceive," the release s.aid.
. Ovutimer was recen.tly presented to the annual meeting of the
American Fertility Society by
Kopito and Dr. Harold J.
Kosasky of Harvard Medical
School.
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You The Fittest In
tV a.-es and Knowledge Available
They Invite All
UNM [lllt't.Jtldlll~n1:
To Come

10 valuable financial
functions.

Every statistical function useful
in both science and business, inCluding three new functions: variance,
correlation coefficient and normal
distribution.

All fundamental financial functions required for both personal and
job-related problems. Two new
functions-net present value and
internal rate of return for uneven
cash flow-facilitate calculating
capital budgets and resource .
allocation problems.
All this, plus 20 memories, 6
convenient clearing options, displays in fixed decimal, scientific or
engineering notation.
Only $200, complete with
battery pack, recharging unit, carrying case and detailed 216-page
Owner's Handbook. See the HP-27·
Scientific Plus today.

28 most-used math and
trig functions.
Sines, cosines, tangents and
their inverses in three angular
modes: natural and common logs
and antilogs; pi; related arithmetic
functions; coordinate conversions;
angle conversion, addition and
subtraction in degrees, minutes
and seconds-and many more.
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Folk Art
and
Contemporary Crafts
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While in Old Town come and see
our Contemporary Crafts Gallery
Daily 10 - 5
Closed Sunday

THE HARVEST
are

Super fashions from around
the world for Men and Women.
558 Canyon Rd.
Santa Fe
328A San Felipe
Old Town, Albq.
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Maerame Cordage
9~-Spinning Fibers
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Books
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Faculty & Pro(css!onal W.inien's Assot. rrtl'ets
Monday, April 26, 11:45 a.m. to 1 p.m. Regents
Room, Scholes Hall. All welcome, bring a Jun<:h.

15 important statistical
functions.

Rites of· Spring

Tllt.P~

Gives you every preprogrammed scientific function HPhas ever offeredplus statistics and finance.
The HP-27 Scientific/Plus is the·
most pqwerful preprogrammed
pocket calculator Hewlett-Packard
. has ever built. It gives fast, accurate
solutions to virtually every calcula-·
tion reQUired in science and business
management-and eliminates the
. need for two separate calculators.
You get:

RCDANTS

Patients Ill DCMC need 'blood now~ The BCMC
Bloodmobile will be open on Thur,'idays fllom 11:30
a.m. to 5:30p.m. The Bloodmobile is locntcd on the
second flOor opposite the lab. Please help sa\'!!! a
lire II.)W by donatihg a pint. of blood this week.
Teacher Evaluation will he out. before Y:alk·
through registration for a small sum .... del1\iiS to
follow.
Fee for bootfls or arts ttnd crarts rental will be
colleded at the table in the SUB. Deadline for
tabU~s is April28'.
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NM Arts Commlssian grants Dnd "Mini-grants..
deadline is Ma.y 1976. Contact Commission Office.
Lew WaUace Bldg .• Capitol Complex; Santa F-e.
NM B7503.l'b. 827·2061.
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Fibercraft materials and supplies
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Unite with delight !
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HDLMAN•s. INC.
401 Wyoming Blvd. N.E. • Albuquerque, New Mexico 87123
8·5:30 week days
Phone C505J 265·7981
Saturdays 8:30-4:30
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Voi.BO
No.143
Box 20, University P.O.,uNM
Albuquerque, N .M. 87131 · ·
. , 'E!di.t?rial Phone. (505) 1277·
;-1102,- 277•4202
·.
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Per Pair _ _ List -Maynord's

Rectilinear Model V~ Sl51- $470.60
M1del Xll--·-318 _203.60
Frazier Mark V_ _ 540 _._·432.00
su,er Mld&et
91-··_78.40
E,icure Model 50
130.00
. ., Model 10
218.00
Model 11
268.00
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THE FINEST IN FRENCH CREPES

ASSORTED FRENCH PASTRIES

. CARRY OUT ORDERS
.
AVAILABLE
OPEN EVERYDAY
11:30- 8:00pm
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Letters
fditorials
Opinions

Perspect1ve

Editorial

lfONLY I'D LEARNED
IO SMILE WHEN I
<;AID 'ETHNIC PURITY.:.
I

Stadium Costs·
zl':

There appears to be a contradiction about whether student funds were
.,; used to pay for the $1.8 million football stadium addition.
OJ

bJl

d::

President William Davis said after consulting John Perovich, vice
president for business and financial affairs, that no student money is being
used for the football stadiur:n addition. Jim Wiegmann of the University
Budget Office said the money for the additions came from the General
Operating Fund which includes student money. Tony Hillerman, assistant
to the president, said it's hard to tell where student money goes because
it's all thrown into the General Operation Fund.
"One of the problems we have is that no one knows how the 'students'
money is spent, it's all thrown into one pot," Hi IIerman said.
A similar incident occurred last fall when John Merrett, assistant comptroller, said student money could have been used in the remodeling of the
Arena. Lavon McDonald flatly denied this statement.
On one hand, the president's assistant is saying the opposite of what his
boss, Davis, is saying.

11111111111111111111111 m111111111 ;1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

On the other hand, there ,are the contradictions in the UNM offices
dealing with budget affairs. Wiegmann and Merritt both say it is possible
that student money was used in the athletic construction projects,
·
·
Perovich said it was impossible,
· Editor:
There is a state of emergency
The University is involved in an elaborate game of shuffling funds from
one pocket to the other. New pockets keep appearing in this game.
today in the fields of California.
Agricultural
Labor
Davis said the money being used for the stadium is coming from the The
Relations
Act which recently
capital construction budget. This is the first time that fund had ever been
mentioned, A new pocket appears.
brought elections to migrant
laborers, and victories to the
The administration is always crying for more money, but it appears they
United Farmworkers' Union,
don't know where the money they've got now is going.
·
has been crippled by legislative
If they don't want students to know where the money is going they action initiated by the wealthy
should at least get their stories straight.
growers and the Teamsters'
We believe now is the time for the administration to determine how Union. The threat of renewed
much money is going into athletics and how much of that money is the warfare and violence in the
students'.

1 e tt e r 5
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Albuquerque Boycott Committe~ Rebuild.s

No exact figures of how much student money actually goes to athletics
have ever been released. We are told it all goes into a single pot where no
one keeps track of it.
If we are paying higher tuition and more fees we think it is only
reasonable that we know where the money is going.

Break a Leg
Members of the faculty and staff are involved in a money-raising
production of plays and skits. They hope to raise $10,000 to be used for
presidential scholarships for next year.
It is good to see the faculty take such an interest in these presidential
scholarships and it would be even better if the scholarships do help stop a
"brain drain" from the state.
We would like to commend those 100 members of the faculty and the
staff who took the time to participate in this production. We· hope it is not
just a one-time affair.
Maybe next year they can ::~et several legislators in on the act.

•

. fields has forced the UFW and
Cesar Chavez to once more call
for a world-wide boycott of
non-union lettuce, grapes and
Gallo wines (from Modesto,
Ca.).
As weary as many of us have
become to looking and asking
for the Black Eagle union label
when we do grocery shopping,
workers iri the fields are more
tired of fighting the power of
growers.. ~=JOvernment deoor-

Reply to Hinchberger: .
Personality Explanation
Editor:
Mr. S.V. Hinchberger does not know what he is talking about.
His characterization of a Christian (in his letter to the Editor of April
14) is caricature. Perhaps. there are individuals professing
Christianity who fit his descriptions (though I don't know any), but
for him to say that he describes the " 'real' Christian" is no more
valid than to portray as the 'real' American a barker at a carnival
sideshowin 1925.
I assure Mr. Hinchberger that if I ever meet him neither my first
nor my second impulse will be to convert him, to drag him to
heaven, or to damn hfm to hell (the last is not my prerogative,
anyhow).. My impulse will be to try and explain to him why I think
he is an ass.
William M. Dabney

DOONESBURY

by Garry Truaeau

rations, and gun thug violence.
Their long democratic struggle
has been an inspiration to 'all of
us who believe in the freedom
of speech and the right to
organize. This defeat for the
UFW is a defeat for all workers
who are protected by labor
legislation that took decades to
win.
There will be a meeting at 8
p.m. at Chicano Studies on
Tuesday, April 27 to r~build the
Albuquerque Boycott Committee. We seek to inform the
public of the inhuman conditions of migrant laborers and
to aid all workers who fight
against their exploitation. For
more information, call 255-8929.
Viva La Huelga.
· Michael Hersh

(JIIi IS MA!<ING
!NQI/tl<lf.9 ABOIJT
WCE PI<£MIGR.

WHO?

OH,NO..
I · AtRtAVYr/

JliNf3,)
I

(

LOBO Letter,
Opinion Policy
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

Letters to the Editor ...
Letters to the editor should be
no longer than 250 words,
typewritten and double spaced.
Sender's name, addre&s and
phone number must be included
with the letter or it will not be
considered
for publication.
Names will be withheld only by
agreement with the editor, in
person.

~~~~~~~~~~~~--~~~~~~~~~~~!_--~~~~~~~~~~~~-_J~~~~~~~~~~~--~n~um~b~er~a:nd~a~d~d~re:s:s~o~f~<~t~g=r:ou~p
member.

Editorial

Board

Unsigned

represent

editorials

a

majoritY opit1ion of the Daily Lobo
Staff. All other cdlun;ns, cattoorts
and fetters- tepresent the opihian
of the author and do not necessarily
reflect the views ot the staff.

Editor-in-Chief
Susan Walton

.Managing Eclitor
Teresa Coin

Features Editor
· Mike Gallagher

News Editor
Joseph Donnelly

Photo Editor
Wendell T. Hunt

Arts & Media
Bill Barrett

Copy Editor
Ken Walston Karen Moses

By John Feldman
Last Thursday a film was shown on campus
In Bernalillo County Republicans are tame
continuously which few people attended. Later,
when compared with Democrats. Why? Because
the same film, "Born To Rebel;: was shown on · the race between Ford and Reagan is out in the
open, while on the Democratic side of the fence
local TV. "Born To Rebel" is the story of noted
black educator Benjamin E. Mays.
there is an "Uncommitted Headquarters." "Uncommitted Headquarters" is a front for the stopThe film presents the life of this man who has
b~oken countless barriers for blacks. At 81, Mays Carter movement sweeping the country.
A nationwide effort to defeat Carter has been
remains the head of the Atlanta, Georgia school
board and is president emeritus of Morehouse
brewing for some time-since his first win in the
College. In his many years at Morehouse, Mays'
Florida caucuses last summer when he showed
himself to be a vote-getter. After Carter
philosophy of education required black students
to excell in their work so that they could compete
squashed the Wallace campaign, party regulars
on the same footing as whites.
and other candidates began to worry that a man
So Ben Mays, the person who is considered
like Carter who could pull· popular support
Martin Luther King Jr.'s spiritual mentor, will be
without the aid of traditional political machines
here in Albuquerque this weekend. While here he
was a real threat to the old guard.
will present talks at the U of A and will speak at
It appears that Humphrey, Jackson and Udall
supporters have joined forces to defeat Carter.
WoodwarCJ Hall here on Campus on Sunday at 3
p.m. The lecturP. is free.
They mCly not succeed here in New Mexico, but
they
may be able to use Mayor Rizzo's machine
Mays started -his career as educator,
in
Philadelphia
to subvert the election·process
clergyman and good-will ambassador of the
there in next week's primary and stop popular
U.S., from scratch. Born-in rural South Carolina
support for Carter. If they succeed in Penin 1895, he struggled to escape the confines of
nsylvania or at any other point along the way to
cotton fields and to receive an education. This
eliminate Carter, the Democrats will lose the
was an inspiration to Martin Luther KinQ Jr.
South, the new South which supports Carter
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
and which could make or break a Democratic
Last night the first step in the Democmtic victory and would guarantee a Republican White
presidential delegate selection Rrocess began in
House for four more years.
New Mexico with Democrats all over the state
A Humphrey nomination would be the
picking their first bound delegates.
• ultimate insult to New South Democrats.

Separation
Is Not
The Way
Editor:
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Very Fine European
Indonesian Food
·Try our Satee Babi,
Curried Dishes, and
Sandwiches

~·

In relation to the article concerning formation of a separate
Negro state, April 19 LOBO, I feel
separation is not the answer to
discrimination problems.
The real solution to the problem
of separatism is for men to reach a
common bond. This bond cannot
be achieved by relying on human
power.
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BRING IN YOUR OLD T-SHIRT
WE WILL GIVE YOU $1.00 FOR IT
ON THE PURCHASE OF A NEW ONE

Reasonable Prices

Hours Daily I 11 am - 12 pm
A"
Telephone 765-5671
aJ~ 1~00 Central SE

1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

If a lette.r is from a group,
please include a niu:ne, phone

~

Frorn Moscow to Mora

The power to achieve this bond
is available to all who seek it,
through Jesus Christ.
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DOONESBURY

Sports Editor
Tim Gallagher
Business Manager
Harry Chapman

He offers all people the complete
freedom not attainable through
political power, but through love.
"If the Son therefore shall make
you free, you shall be free indeed."
John 8:36, KJV.

Limit one per customer.
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Tom Engel
Civil Engineering Student

Mizutani
and

End Of Scho9l Snle

Takari
Are Being
Discontinued At

99.

THE BIKE SHOP

95

Peugeot
Nishiki & Azuki
The Finest In
Ftench Bicycles

605 Ynle SE 842-9100

Peugeot
Reg~

Now

$160.00

J119.
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Dupli~ating

Center
now offers complete
film processing services
on all roll film, movies,
and slides.
Color and Black&White
film
10% discount on all
film processing
Complete xeroxing
services 5~
Mimeo and Ditto 5/3~ .
Room 215 SUB
277-5528

-

Albuquerque Mayor Harry,
Kinney's proposal for a "drop-in"
facility serving derelicts who
roam downtown streets has run
into troubl!l from several diff!lrent groups.
. Unfortunately, Kinney's innovative plan has been labeled a
"drunk park" by th!l local n!lWS
m!ldia and spurned by the neigh·
borhood it would serve.
1'he Mayor's plan called for a
facility which would serve as a
sanctuary for the drunks who
drive away people and business
from the downtown area. The
facility would provide counseling
and would work closely with

CALL

AUST

[505] 842-855.6

This Albuquerque number will reach the only man in
town who can tell you where to find Foster's Imported
Australian Lager Beer:

James Franchini -- Southwest Distributing Company
If you've got a taste for Australia, g1ve him a call.
And become a Fosler's child.
·

Actual Size.

-'1

By
Mike Gallagher

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

l

alcohol treatment programs, The
derelicts would not be forced to
go to the facility, but sin(:e the
drunks would not be arrested at
the drunk facility, the plan
assumes they would gravitate to
it.

carl' of without a lot of drunks
wandering thei.r streets.
Spokesmen for the city's com·
munity development office say
the facility would bouse transients only when dtner refuges
were full and would serve as a
referral center for street
alcoholics. The spokesmen say
the facility would be an outdoor
park adjacent to an indoor center
and the park would not be visible
from the street since it would be
surrounded by a wall.
Kinney is throwing .a lot of
political pressure behind the
proposal and has threatened to
rub the City Council's nose in the
derelict problem if they fail to
support the street alcoholic
facility.
The idea is a new one and poor
public relations have hurt ·it
before the facility . got off the
ground.

*

*

*

*

the company a two-and-a-half
year extension for the operation
of a· cable TV system in
Albuquerque.
The company has claimed
financial difficulties are responsible for the !!low progress of the
cable system in Alb.uquerque.
Members of the Advisory Board
feel the company has been acting
in bad faith and should show
some progress before an extension is granted.

•

•

*

Open House at Chicano Studies
with a tour of Universit~
Departments from. 1:30 to 3:00
Also available individual
information about UNm.

•

•

•

Ftiday, Aptll 23td

BUGS BUNNY SUPERSTAR is
pla.ving at Don Pancho's Art
Theater.
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Being that these were made
for adults and not children, I may
have missed something then. The
advertising says I did anyhow.
Review by Terry England
For once, it may be right. I
Now it's· time .for a little missed a lot as a kid. I wasn't up
nostalgia:
on the fine art of puns or the off·
.I remember going to see ·the-wall humor rampant in the
movies as a kid, Most everybody Melodies.
does, I suppose (those who
went-I guess there may be
Somebody in the film business
people in the United States who realized this also, so the idea of a
don't). Many of the feature films collection of cartoons was born.
of that time I have forgotten. It turned out to be a paean toThere were too many of them. Bugs, because Bugs was the main
Besides, I wasn't a student of character of Warner Brothers
film :until I was practically an, cartoons. Result:. Bugs Bunny
adult. Even then, it took a long Superstar.
time for the artistry and imThere are words from the
portance of the medium to sink
creators-Fritz
Freiling, Bob
·in.
Clampett and Tex Avery-about·
Mostly I remember the car- the birth of Bugs and some of
toons. Ever since I first set eyes Bugs' friends. Friends like Porky
on one, I have been fascinated by Pig, Tweety, Daffy Duck and
the moving drawings. (It hasn't Elmer Fudd.
been
limited
to
moving
There are films of the Warner
drawings-I still buy comic books
studios
in the heyday of the carand read the comic page ·Of our
local nespapers. I guess I'm a toons of the animators acting out
regular sucker for that kind of the events in the cartoons before
drawing them. Talk about
entertainment.)
strange. Here are a bunch of
The cartoons I saw were the grown men acting like cartoon
usual Tom and Jerry, Woody characters ... aha! there is such a
Woodpecker schools of cartoons. thing as method in madness.
And o~ course, Bugs Bunny and
But the bulk-as it ,should
the Merrie Melodies. ·
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The Kappa Alpha Fraternity is
sponsoring "Swim For Those
Who Can't" to raise money for
the Muscular Dystrophy fund
this Saturday from 9 a.m. to 3
p.m. The Swim is similar to the
walkathons which have raised a
lot of money for the Handicapped. Contact George Sandoval at the Kappa Alpha Fraternity for more information.

Free Peer Counselling o.nd Tutoring,
Fino.ncio.l Aid o.nd problems '_you mo._y ho.ve
with UNm. Sponsbred b_y Project Consejo.

277-2530
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be-of the show is the cartoons.
Mostly Bugs Bunny shows,but
with guest appearances by the
aforementioned members of the .
Warners stable. Bugs is seen
fighting Elmer, fighting monsters wearing tennis shoes, and a
mouse that horns in on his piano
concert.
·
Tweety: now there's a bird for
you, "I tot I saw a puddy tat!" I
must admit to a liking for the little twerp that's a ·little larger
than a liking for Bugs. (No offense, rabbit).
Tweety ran into censorship
problems. At first, he was naked,
but the bluenoses said put
feathers .on him, or no more bird.
Clampett points out that nobody
noticed Porky .Pig never wore
pants.
.The best cartoon in my humble
opinion is "Corny Concerto,"
almost a take-off on Disney's
Fantasia. "Concerto" uses
various characters in a ballet put
to classical music. Knowing Bugs
& Co., one must expect a
wholesale slaughter of the music.
And it happens.
Too bad television
wrecked the t)artoon art.

has
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p·osslble Swan Song Fot Aging Hitchcock

Free music and
refreshments from
3:00 to 5:00P.m.
Dance- that night to Jasmine
m 9:00P.m. to l:OOR.m.
dmission $1.00 per person.
the SUB Ballroom.

--·
---:.·- .
Fosters Lager is Imported from Australia exclusively by
. All Brand Importers Inc, Roslyn Heights. New York 11571.
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The city is trying to collect
overdue waterbills. It seems
some people believe the monthly
water bills can be paid in one
yearly lump sum. Water bills
must be paid on a monthly basis.
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Dla De La Raza

Down the· ~ostalgia Ttall with Bugs & Co.

[,

Counciilor Sandra Cohn West
has come up with a proposal
Harry Kinney
which may ·save the city some
The. City Council will hold ii money. She wants architects and
special session Monday at 3 p.m. engineers to submit their project
to consider the Mayor's request cost estimates a week before conthat the federal government be struction bids are opened.
asked to fund the project.
Figures presented by West
Lobophoto
Placement of the facility has revealed many architects and
Sandra Cohn West
also become a problem. Everyone engineers who work on city
agrees something must be done building projects inflate the fi,nal
*
*
about the drunks in the down- cost of their projects because
The City Budget has gone tip
town area but no one wants the they are paid a percentage of the about 25 per cent since the
facility in their neighborhood.
estimated cost of the projects Mayor/City Council Government
Recently the residents of the they've planned.
took over two years ago. ,
North Barelas area voted to keep
The feeling at City Hall is that ·
the facility out of their neigh- if West's proposal is accepted,
borhood. Kinney believes the city construction costs could be
*
*
North Barelas area, bordering on cut by a large (as yet unHotel and motel owners are
the new Second Street Bus Ter- determined) amount.
mystified by the high unemminal, would be the most con* * * •
•
ployment rate in Albtuiuerque.
venient area for the drunk
United Cable Television Inc. The owners say they have plenty
facility.
got a burr under its saddle of job openings but the jobs only
The Barelas residents feel they blanket when the city's Cable TV
pay minimum wage.
have enough problems ~?... ~~~ .. ~~.~~ !~!.~ ~~~~ed to grant

.••••••••••••••:
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Hitchcock after reo.dlng the reviews

THE FAMILY PLOT, directed by
In The Family Plot, no characThese events are not so much
Alfred Hitchcock, is now ter is guiltless and all, in some suspenseful, although they
way, are frauds. The plot begins provoke some terror, as they are
playing at the Louisiana Mall.
in the home of Julia Rainbird, an humorous. During the brakeless
Review by Jon Bowman
elderly and rich matron who now
The Family Plot is Hitchcock's · wants to find her sister's car ride, Blanche can't seem to
first film since Frenzy, nearly illegitimate son-and repay him take her body off boyfriend
Lumley, despite his frantic cries
five years ago. Times have
that she desist. The effect is
changed since then,· and Hitcloser
to tipsiness than it is
chcock's film shows it. Gone is
stoned
horror.
the grisly, gory and almost an·
This feeling is sharpened (or
tiseptic quality of Frenzy. In its
should I say loosened) by the
place, The Family Plot opts for
film's cast, which includes Karen
the droller side of crime; it is full
Black, as Adamson's accomplice
of sexual innuendo and farce, and
in crime. Barbara Harris stands
peopled by ludicrously enjoyable
out in particular, tackling her
characters.
role with the right amoung of
The film hardly measures up to
the suspenseful classics of Hit- for having driven him away from tacky sham. I must also admit to
chcock's prime (The 39 Steps and the family. Miss Rain bird enlists being somewhat taken by Bruce
Psycho come readily to mind) but the aid of Blanche, a horny Dern. He is most debonair when
it does move quickly and without spiritualist (Barbara Harris), he empties his pipe tobacco on a
too much strain. I would say it's who in turn gets her cabbie-actor grave stone or performs the
not a bad effort for a man now boyfriend (Bruce Dern) into the other small feats which mark
each Hitchcock film.
edging77.
.
act.
One final note: The ending of
And it is quite an act at that.
By his own admission, Hit·
The
Family Plot has sent chills
chcock is more interested in en· The idea is to convince the old
the
spine of many critics, who
up
tertaining an audience than he is bag that her nephew has been
are
upset
by its "desperation" or
in elevating it by the nature of found by clairvoyance, and then
its
''cuteness."
The ending is simhis art. I'll never forget Cary to bilk her of ten grand. Little do.
I'll
admit,
but it is far from
ple,
Grant scampering across Mount the co-conspirators know that
being
desperate.
In brief, it inRushmore in North by Nor· the nephew is not only alive and
volves
Blanche
who winks
thwest, even though the film well, he is a cold-hearted jewel
straight-faced
into
the camera,
seems bereft of substance. The thief and kidnapper.
nothing
else.
,
When Blanche and friend meet
same can be said for several
In the years to come, I can see
other Hitchcockian scenes, and · the wayward Shoebridge, alias
several other Hitchcockian films. Adamson (William Devane), a the critics re-evaluating their
But are these films as series of typically Hitchcockian stance with each one coming up
weightless as they first appear? I mishaps begin to occur. The pair with a more cryptic purpose for
doubt it, knowing their director's find that their car brakes fail that simple wink. It might be Hitlove of guile, his absolute while they are careening down a chcock's last recorded moment of
mastery of the film medium, and mountainous road. Blanche her· film. It inight be absolutely
his tendency to implicate even self is kidnapped, drugged and preghant with meaning. And
the most innocent of characters then locked into a hideaway in then again, with Hitchc ·ck, one
never knows.
in the most heinous acts:
the Adamson garage.

men 0, Women 4·
(Conti~r~pug~Jhe Faculty Frolic

It's A man's Wotld
(Ot Was It?)
Review By Joel White
O.ut o.~ the chauvinistic depths of my memory comes the age-old
.Q saymg, There are two ways to handle a woman· and nobody knows
'"' either one,"
'
~
'""'
Formulating an hypothesis ;tnd testing it, as the intellect~Jal com·
8 munity often does; the faculty and staff of the University of New
·~ Mexico, under the guise of benevolent theatre, found, to the shock of
:g maledom everywhere, that "There arc no ways to handle a woman"
il= (or at least none that they'll admit).
Q)
Th~ location of the experiment was Rodey Theatre, the date was
Z We?nesday and t~c time was 8;00 p,m. Although utmost secrecy was
oo destred, over 300 Intellectual onlookers were present. They called it,
~ "A Man's World-Orb It?
~
The testing procedures were outllned in advance. Utilize five
estahlished situations (called plays): "The Applicant" by Harold Pinter, "The Twelve Pound Look" by Sir James M. Barrie, "Mr. Preble
Gets Rid Of His Wife" by James Thurher, "The Boor" by Anton
Chekhov and "NoBnakes In This Grass" by James Magnuson,
, The subjects were all volunteers; chosen from the academic elite.
To insure proper controls, the subjects did not know the true purpose
of the gathering. To them it was the first' Annual Faculty/Staff
Photo by Wendcll1'. Hunt

Hokona Hall
U.N.M.

TONIGHT

8-Midnite

Theatrical Benefit with the proceeds going to establish a Presidential
Scholarship F.und at the University of New Mexico.
At first, the producers of the experiment (John Bakas, Admissions
and Records and Peter Prouse of Theatre Arts) were worried about
the secrecy when a mass of qnlookers actually purchased tickets and
attended the production. B11t the theatrical ruse was saved through
the ingenious addition of a heraldrous welcome for the visitors,
original music played by a volunteer faculty orchestra. during the
production and a popcorn and pretzel reception .after the performance. They even got Derek Swinson (Physics and Astronomy) to
sing an original song about President Davis' Duck Pond.
The stage was set. No one would ever know this wasn't legitimate
theatre.
The "Applicant" was the first test. Nancy Staley (Educational
Foundations) as the female interviewer and Peter Prouse (who was a
last minute sub.stitu~ion for Richard Berthold of the History Depart·
ment) as the apphcant. Although theatrically pleasing to the
unknowing audience, it was an experimental disaster: woman 1, man
"The Twelve Pound Look" came next. John Rhodes (Psychology)
.gave his best as Sir Harry, a bastion of 19th ceQtury male chauvinism,
IContinul'd on page 91
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An
unco'nventional
photography show will be hosted
in the ASA Gallery April 26 .
through May 7 featuring the ·
work of five graduate students
from
the
Visual Studies
Workshop of Rochester, N.Y.

* * *'
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THE
PI us Special Guest Star:

Pablo Cruise
.May 4th at 8:00P·M·
UNM Areua
Reserved Seat Tickets
Available At:
iC SUB Box Office, General Store, All
~Rams, Gold Street, Natural Sounds
""" (Menaul), and Can.dyman-Santa Fe
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PRESENTS IN CONCERT

LAURA NYRO

T?e UNM Cha11,1ber Orchestr.a will perform in concert Sunday,
Aprtl25, at 4 p.m. m Keller Hall m the Fine Arts Center, not Monday
night as was stated in Bored walk.
The concert will feature three student conductors. The ''Bran·
denburg Concerto Number Six" by Bach will be conducted by Art
Sheinberg. "Dumbarton Oaks Concerto" by Stravinsky will be con. ducted by Mark Rosenberg and "Serenade in A" by Brahms will be
conducted by David Oberg.
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PLUS

Gtegg Bennett
Friday, APRIL 23

.
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Albuquerque Ticket Agency
(Coronado Center 293-7301)
Goldstreet (Across From UNM)
Candy Man (Santa Fe) Budget Tapes & Records
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RESERVED SEAT TICI(ETS AT' GOLD STREET
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ALBUQUERQUE CONVENTION
CENTER
TICKETS ON SALE NOW!
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~ Free Cheese

Bluegrass and Country Rock

An ASUNM/Coffee House
and Cellar presentation

Stro.nge Shots

*
*

3 to 6

0

For More Innformation
Call 277-5528

Margarita Dalton, Mexican
poet, essayist and novelist, will
present a poetry reading in
Spanish with English translation
at the University of New Mexico
Kiva at 8 p.m. April 26. The
program is free of charge and
part of the ASUNM-GSA Poetry
Series.
.
Dalton has published one novel.
and many of her . poems . and
essays have appeared in various
periodicals. Sh11 also has coor·
dinated an effort to establish a
community farm in Oaxaca,
Mexico, produced a weekly radio
program for Radio Universidad
de Oaxaca and worked on variops
projects at La Universidad
Benito Juarez de Oaxaca.
·
·

Chambet Cottection

0.

Tusker
Recording Artists from Santa Fe
Contemporary Music and Dance

but it was no contest. Pat Mead IBCMC) and Gloria Mallory (Urban
Observatory) teamed up to push the women two statistics ahead.
"Mr. Preble Gets Rid Of His Wife" was no different. David
Hamilton (Economics) although capturing the interest of the audien·
ce, was no match for Estelle Zanncs (Sp(l,ech Com) and Pamela Plax
(Speech Com). Mr. Preble scored high in the outset, but his tactics
·
failed in the end.
Unknowing to the audience (and trailing three to nothing), Prouseand company prepared to send in the heavy-weights and save face in
the fourth test, "The Boor."
Katy Martin (English), a veteran (actress, that is) held her ground
under the rhetorical onslaught of Marion Cottrell (Civil Enginering).
Even a high level entrance by the vice-presidents couldn't save the
loss. Wmpan 4, man 0.
f~om then it was all down hill (experimentally speaking). Stuart
Novms ~Journalism) faltered in the face of a divine set-up, but a draw,
was achteved when Fay Hatter (Nursing) failed to push for the win.
Although experimentally a disaster for mankind, it was theatrical
harmony. The settings designed by Clinton Adams (Dean, College of ·
Fine Arts) were striking, and the faculty /staff orchestra, under the
direction of William Rhoads (Chairman, Department of Music) was
surprisingly excellent.
·
.·
. 'Fhe acting. overall: for a production in which very few of the par·
ttctpants were expertenced was excellent. (In fact, it w9utd have been
a very enjoyable "professional" production). The performances of
Job~ Rhodes, Gloria Mallory, David Hamilton, Chester Travelstead,
Marwn Cottrell, Katy Martin and Stuart Novins were the most
memorable and deserve single recognition.
But the theatrical side of "A Man's World-Or Is It?" was only a
cover for producing a worthwhile contribution to the world of social
science.
'
Gove~nor Apoda~a: with the memory of the 1975 Homec~ming at
UNM still present, JOllied the producers in decrying the results of the
research. Labelling Wednesday night's results as a fluke of nature
they ordered the experi11,1ent to be repeated tonight, Saturday night
and,Sunday afternoon.
Tickets for tonight's experiment can be obtained at the UNM Fine
Arts Box office or by calling 2'77-4402. Proceeds will go to kthe UNM
presidential Scholarship Fund.
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Monkey Business, a 1930 vintage
Marx Brothers film is showing
tonight at the SUB at 7, 9 & 11.
The ltuling Class is a bitter condemnation of the English
aristocracy, starring Peter
O'Toole as a non-conforming
member of the nobility and
Alistair Sims as an insecure ar·
chbishop. During the course of
the movie, O'Toole changes from
Jesus Christ to Jack the Ripper.
Saturday night at 7, 9 & 11 at the

~SUB·
ol

p..

Shock Corridor, the final show of Woman Under the Influence and
this semester's Rodey Film Minnie and Moskowitz, two films
Festival, will show Sunday night, by Cassa vetes, are playing at the
7:30 p.m. The movie is directed Guild, on Central.
by Samuel Fuller and is about a Banjoman, the film about Earl
reporter who feigns insanity so Scruggs that has many other perhe can expose the inside of an formers like Joan Baez and the
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band is playing
asylum.
Bugs Bunny Superstar, a paean at the Screening Room in the Firto animated cartoons as much as st Plaza Galeria downtown.
it is to Bugs Bunny, continues · The Joys of a Woman, more soft.
tonight at Don Pancho's, across core porn, is the feature in the
from the U. on Central. See Screening Room II.
Heavy Traffic, a_n adult animated
review on page 7,
feature by the man who wants to
do "Lord of the Rings," Ralph
Bakshi, is the midnite flick at
Don Pancho's Friday and Saturday.
Pink Floyd, the British spacedout rock group, is the subject and
title of the film now showing at
the Encore Theater, which is on
suoW'I'IMES:
Central fairly close to the fried
Dally: 6:15,7:~5&9115
chicken place.
M•••~;::;,~:~;,:.-~~~··· 1
All The President's Men, based
l'riccs: AduiiO/Studcnls • Sl.50
oq the book based on the "thirdChildren • Sl,OO
. l'hon•: 265-1675
rate burglary" and a fairly good

'i==J~iiiii ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~==; film to__£~£!·

is playing at the

Friday
7 & 9 & llP.M.

Monkey
Business

Rock Out
-

..

.with

Women's Symposium Mortar Board Accepting Men
Examines S_ex Roles

Hiland on Central near San Altos on Wyoming at Montgomery.
Mateo.
Taxi Driver, a film about the Vigilante Force, something with
New York tourists rarely see, Kris Kristofferson and Janwith a great performance by Michael Vincent. Make up your
·
Robert DeNiro, is playing at the own mind. Los Altos.
One
Flew
Over
the
Cuckoo's
Fox Winrock in Winrock Center.
Family Plot, the latest from Nest, the movie that does not
Alfred Hitchcock, about kid- deserve all the awards it got, is
nappers and mystics and taxi showing at the Cinema East on
drivers and a fortune, is playing Eubank near Candel;~ria.
at the Louisiana Mall on Bad News Bears, the story of a
Little League team so bad they.
Louisiana. See review page 7.
The Duchess and the Dirtwater get desperate and get a girl
Fox with Goldie Hawn and (Ta.tum O'Neal) to pitch for them, ·
George Segal in a comedy romp Walter Matthau plays the losing
through the wilde west is light 'coach. Cinema East.
entertainment if something like Dumbo, one of Walt Disney's bet"Taxi Driver" is too much. ter animated features, and Ride a
Segal's horse Blackjack just Wild Pony, a film-not
about steals the show. Louisiana animated-also from Disney, are
playing at the Mall Cinema on
Mall.
Next Stop, Greenwich Village, Wyoming.
Paul Mazursky's film about much Death Machines, possibly about
of his own life in the artists' cars, is showing at theM Plaza in
colony, is the third feature at the Montgomery Plaza.
Lipstick, about a high-class
Louisiana Mall.
~Lawrence of Arabia, the film that model whose come-on works for a
may have made Peter O'Toole rapist, is also at the M Plaza.
famous because of his role in this If You Don't Stop It, You'll Go
super-epic, is the midnite flick at Blind, if you don't change films,
you'll go b,roke, playing at the M
the Fox Winrock.
Dog Day Afternoon, with AI Plaza.
Pacino in a film about a true life · The Stepford Wives, about some
drama of a bank robbery is kind of supernatural hankypanky in a middle-class suburb,
showing at the Lobo on Central.
Robin and Marian with good per- with Katharine Ross, is playing
formances by Sean Connery and for a few more days at the HoffAudrey Hepburn in a film about mantown Theater on Menaul
middle-aged swashbuckling. Los near Wyoming.

"Facts and myths about .sex
roles" will be among topics explores in a symposium on women
in science Saturday (April 24) at
UNM.
.
The day-long session will liegin
at 8 a.m. in the Kiva. Students
will be admitted free and nonstudents will pay- a $1.50
registration fee. Child care will
be provided free if reservations
are made with the UNM Women
Studies office.
The morning session w.ill be
devoted to discussions of women
scientists, UNM students and
faculty members will report on
theQ work of such women as
astronomer Caroline Herschel
and parasitologist Edith D. Box.
Discussing sex roles in the afternoon session will be faculty
members
Carol
Conrad
psychology; Pat Draper; an:
thropology; Vera John-Steiner,
educational foundations, and
Louise Lamphere, anthropology.
Also on the afternoon agenda
is a discussion of the status of
women in science education.
Panelists will be Elinore Barrett
and Nancy Martin of UNM; Ima
Jean Russell, Career Enrichment
Center, and Barbara Shrauner,
Los
Alamos
Scientific
Laboratory.
The status of women in science
employment will be discussed bv
.

7Nites
4418 Central S.E.

$1.00

u~ ~E:fl\1te

The Phi Alphrt Thela 1976 Southwest Hegional
Conference will begin today at the Fine Arts
Museum or the Museum of New Mexico in Santa
Fe. The conference will end tomorrow

Arir.ona State University, New Mexico State
University, the University of Tc.xas at El Paso
Northern Arizona University and UNM are par:

licipating.

For informalion contact the History department

or Tom Chavez at the Phi Alph• Theta orrice in
Mesa Vista flail.

Absentee ballots for the
Vice-Presidential Run-Off
and the Constitutional Amendments
are now available
through Wednesday, April 28th
in the Student Government
Offices, Room 242, SUB

·
•.

NMP)RG looking for grad and undcrgrad

Saturday

SUB Theatre
7 & 9P.M.

Pat Draper
Jane Gillespie and Beulah "Woodfin, UNM; Darleane Hoffman,
Los Alamos, and Wanita Tuttle,
Lovelace Medical Center.
The · symposium is cosponsored by the UNM Division
of Computing and Information
Science and the Women Studies
program, with assistance from
the Greater UNM Fund.
Those wishing to pre-register
may call Nancy Martin in the
Division of Computing and In-·
formation Science.

.. Rebecca Ha~dung, co-selections chairman, said,
About one-third of the applications we received
were from men. It surprised us ... we thought there
would be a stigma against joining a women's
organization."

--.~-=-:-:-?.::.."~.-~.._....;~

l l . r -..
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PHILIPS 427

students with SCience background to W(]rk on
water quality project this summer. Credit C'an be
arranged. Call Chris Perry, 217·2738.

7 & 9 &' llP.M.

Entertainment

.

.
Educatwn an? Welfare.
.
, At the Natwnal Convention by a vote of 169·17,
1t was decided to open membership to men, There
are five men ~nd .21 w?me~ in the UNM ch;1pter.
Membershi~ selectwn 1s done br _the previous
chapter. Apph~ants must ha~e a m1n1mum of a 3.0
GPA an.d submit a personal history.
~le(!tlon to. Mortar Board is based on scholarshi~, leadership and service. Applicants must have
semor status or 72 to 100 hours.
This year ~pplications were sent by the Dean of
Students Offi.ce to all students who were eligible,
In all, approximately ~00 lette_rs were sent.
All of the prospective apphcants were told that
one of the major goals of Mortar Board was the ad·
vance~ent of women and that Mortar Board was a
women.s honorary. ,
Mortar Board recmved 98 completed summaries
and 10 to 15 departmental recommendations.

\,

Starring the
Marx Brothers

** BELT
DRIVE TURN TABLE
AUTOMATIC SHUT OFF AND RETURN
* BASE AND DUST COVER INCLUDED

Honor Banquet for nraduating seniors sponsored by Home Ec. Club and K 0 Phi. Sign up in

The Ruling
Class

,
By Ellen Robinson
•
Mort~r Board, the senior women's honorary at
the Umversity, has recently allowed men to
become members.
Mortar Board is an organization that works
t?ward the goals of scholarship, leadership, serVIce and the advancement of the status of women.
Last fall under Title JX, Mortar Board was given
an ultimatum to either change their membership
requirements and allow men to join or not be
rechartered by the University
·
.
If Mortar Board had lost its,charter, they would
have had to sever relations with the University
which would have meant they couldn't have a
faculty advisor or use University property for
meetings.
A special conference in October was called in
Kansas City to discuss alternatives to the
proposed membership change. Several proposals
were discussed including a merger with a male
senior honorary (at UNM Blue Key and several
other groups were approached); declaring Mortar
Board a social organization (similar to a social
sorority); or to legally try to get an exemption
from th(' ruling from the Department of Health,

Home Ec. Building by April 26.

DO YOU NEED

Photoqr<phd'" SUPER PANAVISION 10"

CASH?

ALEC
·JACK HAWKINS ·JOSE FERRER· ANTHONY QUAYLE
CLAUDE RAINS ARTHUR' KENNEDY.,, OMAR SHARIF., Ah •" "'""''"'PETER O'TOOLE
Friday-Saturday
Midnight
All Seats $1.50

SHURE M-91 ED
CARTRIDGE
*ELLIPTICAL STYLUS
SHURE SUPERB TRACKABlLITY

*

1

Earn $15.00 a week
donate twice weekly

SPECIAL

LIST

. WITH TURNTABLE

sgg

PRICE •&O

BLOOD

ADCQ36
. CARTRIDGE
*

PLASMA

ELLIPTICAL STYLUS

* ADC LOW MASS DESIGN

DONOR CENTER
8amto5pm

Tuesday-Saturday
DOCTOR IN

~~0

••••

114 caRROT sawn
TO Till-Tor LOOniY TUMS
Co-starring: ELMER FUDD *· DAFFY DUCK *•
TWEETY-PIE*. PORKY PIG*, SYLVESTER*· and more
of your favorite looney Tunes Characters.
7:30 & 9:30
come earlY

.....

Friday, Apr. 28: Laura Nyro and Gregg
Bennett at the Convention Center.
Su.nday, Apt: 25: '!'he King Biscuit Flower
Hour celebrates its 4th anniversary with a
90 minute concert by David Bowie recorded
live last month at the Nassau Colosseum
in New York·· 9PM

MonrJ.ay, Apt. 26: Steven Stills sings, plays
and talks on interview. Jim Ladd hosts the
prog;rarn presented by Kawasaki. Featuring
music from the new Steven Stills album
·---9PM
Wed., Apr. 28: The KMYR Concert Series
presents Bonnie Raitt, live. -- 9PM

ZANE BLANEY: KMYR and ''THE PUBLIC AFFAIR"

l.

RESIDENCE

842-6991

LIST

PRICE

$100

SPECIAL

or sgg Package Special- turntable + either cartridge

LIST

PRICE •&O

ALBUQUERQUE
1.307 CENTRAL NE

-Lost Canyon

Art
Supplies

Now Open 7 Days
At Our New Location
2312 Central S.E.
255-7086

.'

~ ~

Wome~ Tra~ks~ers

City Stars

Host 6 1n lnv1tat1onal To Meet
S~~Jf~~~J
D.enverites

I

!
f..

By Harold Smith
The UNM field-hockey team is
holding its final spring practices
in preparation ·for the 1976
season, and Coach Bev Quinlan
said she has added three scholarship players to her roster.
Two of the three are still attending Highland high school.
~rhe Hornet duo, Ge.orgina Pardo
and Kathy Burken, will fill
position:> at the left wing and
fullback.
. ·
Fullback Katherine Fordyce
will graduate and Aileen Bostwick, a leftwinger, transferred to
Colorado State.
Quinlan said Pardo plays right
wing at Highland, but stick star
Margaret Gonzales occupies that
position for the Lobos. Quinlan
also said, "Right now one of our
weak spots is the left wing."
About Burken Quinlan said,
really
to have to

By David Belling
The UNM women's track team will host six teams in the UNM Intrack meet on Saturday starting at 9 a.m. in University

ALL TAKAffiiNE
Accoustlc Guitars
Stattlng at

J127.50
(Regularly starting: $159.00)

Field Hockey Adds 3 Scholarship Players

The teams competing in the meet will be Arizona State, New
Mexico State, Northern Colorado, South Colorado State College,
The Albuquerque highAdams State and West Texas State.
·
school basketball all-stars will
Lobo Coach Barbara Butler said she would "like to qualify as many
meet their prep counterparts
people as possible for 9ationals" in the meet.
from Denver in the annual
When asked about who would win the meet, high jumper Dinie
clash in Johnson gym SaturNorero said, "We'll win it for sure." She said, "We want to show
day night at 7 p.m. everyone here how good we are."
Hurdler Laurie Gilliland said, "I think we can win because we have
What makes this year difbeaten them this year." Gilliland is recovering from a cold she caught
ferent from previous years is
last week in Colorado from running in the snow. She said, "I want to
the Albuquerqueans will have
qualify really badly in the 400-meter hurdles."
Eldorado star, and future
Runner Lisa Gibbs said this "meet will probably be the biggest one
Lobo, Jim Williams.
so far." She said, "If weather is nice, there should be a Jot of good
Williams signed a national
times turned in."
letter of intent with UNM last
Butler said, "We should be first or second."
week. A Colorado product,
In the 440-yard dash Burler said, "About six girls should be close."
Lee Prolow, from Pomona
She said other really competitive events should be the mile, two-mile, · High School will not play in
440-yard relay and the mile relay.
.
the game. Prolow also signed
UNM has qualified six individuals and a relay team for the national
with UNM.
.
championship meet. Competing in the events they qualified in will be
The cage contest is the rubGibbs and Alice Watson in the long jump. Competing in events other
ber game between the two
than the ones they qualified in will be Karen Cramond in the threeteams. Albuquerque won last
mile, Susie Vigil in the 440 and Debbie Davis in the shot put and
year.
discus.
Williams played center for
Linda Stecker will be running the 880-yard run and the mile. She
the Eagles, but will probably
won both these events last week in Colorado. Gilliland will run the
be at the forward Saturday.
100- and 400-meter hurdles. Lucille Jones will run the two-mile.
Alan "Greyhound" Zahn will
This will be the last meet for the women until the Intermountain
occupy the center position.
R~gio~als in Provo, Utah on May 8. On Saturday, an Albuquerque AllZahn, a Manzano Monarch,
City high school track meet will be run in between University events.
was named to ,the all-state first team.

The third new scholarship
player is Amy Rivera. Rivera is a
left inner, and played for the
Wolfpack last year. Quinlan said
that athletically Amy is an "introvert." "She carries out her
job,'.' Quinlan said, "but she
needs to be more outwardly explosive."
Quinlan, however, lauded
Rivera's talents and her potential.
There are four returning
scholarship players. Leading
scorer Dana Miller is not one of
them. Quinlan said Miller, who is
also a UNM Chaparral, did not
apply for a scholarship, and "she
didn't need it." "I'd just as soon
give scholarships to those that
need it," she said.
The Lobo mentor said Miller is
"the most competitive woman"
she has ever met.
'rhe four

Sally Broyles, left-halfback Carol
Cole, center-halfback Donna
Kutarnia and right-h;dfback
Vicky Mossman.
''At this point in the year,"
Da~y lobo

~· ·

.

Sports .
Quinlan said, "Sally is about burned out on sports. Being a freshman I think .she tried to do too
much."
Broyles was also a reserve
guard for the UNM women's
basketball team. Quinlan said she
thinks Broyles will be ready for
hockey, however, because "her
field hockey experience was extremely positive."
Cole is recuperating from knee
surgery. Quinlan said, "She has
been dedicated in rehabilitating
her knee. She's
the desire,

and when she gets her confidence
back in her knee she'll be. tough."
Kutarnia, the 197 4 Daily
LOBO field-hockey MVP, was the
first woman to gain an athletic
scholarship in field hockey at
UNM. Quinlan said, "She's the
ideal person to have received it.
She's very team oriented." Donna will be a senior next year,
About Mossman, Quinlan said,
"We needed her stickwork las.t
year. She is doggedly determined. The only 'thing we need to
work on is her speed."
The core of last year's squad,
Gonzales, will be back next year.
Gonzales is o.n a basketball
scholarship.
Quinlan said, "She was having
knee trouble, but she's coming
out of it. I just feel lucky that
she's coming back."
Quinlan also will get the services of sophomore walk-on
Sarah Emmons from Maryland,
and returnee Sue Keith.

RES URREC'l'ION

(1)

"People h11ve asked me about · ::>1
the team," Quinlan said, "and I ~
can only say we look faster."
~
;;·
Next year Quinlan hopes to 0
bop perennial powerhouses, S?
Brigham Young and Northern
Colorado, in the Intermountain t-<
conference championships,
o
C"
?
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LICE?l
TRIPLE X

r=--;..,....,m

wipes them out
The single application liquid that kills body, head
and crab 11co and their
eggs on contact. Simple
and safe to use. No prescription neaded. Ask
ur druggist for Triple X.

Products Corp.ti!
Pisc:ala'way. NJ 08854

April 23

"It Ain't natural!"
Yet, many would mistakenly relate resurrection to
flowers blooming, the rites of spring, etc.
Many others would attempt to "prove;' resurrection by the
canons of modern science and historicity. (Strange that fundamentalist Christians do this though, rather than scientists.)
What is resurrection, if not natural or "proof-texted" or
scientific.
· Resurrection is the "received" reality of life lived by God's
gracious design: a new order based on self-denial and self·
giving. It can only he Hved by faith ... yet it is the only reality
worth dying and yet living ior.
UNiVI~itSiTY llt:IGIITS UNi'n:n ME'i'IIOOIST Cll UIICII

·university Student to Fight in Civic
By Harold Smith
Martinez weighs 147 pounds
round professional boxing clash
Jerry Martinez, a UNM junior at the Civic Auditorium on May · and currently has a 15·0-1 record.
majoring in political science, will 11.
His one draw, he said, was again·
face Baron Hernande)'i in a sixst
then seventh-ranked Eddie
The fig~t fest will feature two
Mazzone
from San Diego.
other matches including a lightheavyweight bout between Mike
Tucson's Hernandez is a 20-1
Quarry, brother of Jerry the
with
a loss to Jose Castillo. Mar- •
heavyweight, and Termite
tinez
said he knocked out Castillo
Watkins.
their
match.
in
Martinez is a welterweight and
he said he is the only pro boxer in
Martinez said the six-rounder
the city. "I'm the local hero," he . will help him further his career.
said.
"It'll build me up to a 10-round
The fights start at 7:30p.m.
fighter," he said.

One blotk !!DUtil of UNM on Yale
WorBIIIp 10:40Al\l; Collt•ge Cl•~a 9:30AM

I ·r. Hunt

l,hoto

Vif!kY Mossman, shown here in UNM's plaid-skirt uniform against a Sandia High squad,
Will return next year.

i) butterfield
THE

THE STORE FOR DIAMONDS

SPIRIT OF SPRING
COLLECTION

ilily in a low cosl,
casselle deck.

Qusrtsrg
Digcount Liquorg

Tickets Still
Available
For Banquet

90S Yale $,E.
....•....•.........•................•.....•..................

The New Mexico Daily Lobo will
be sent to your home, or
anywhere in the country every
day this semester for $6.50 or for
two semesters plus weekly
during the summer session for
$10.00. Subscriptions may be
placed in Marron Hall room 131,
or may be mailed to:

DAWN

''.

Nel{t Mf?:rit:o DaibJ I.:.nfJ,

\.

UNM Box 20
University of Nl'w Mt'Xicn
AlbJJqUc·ti!U•'• No'w Mcxie1) 87i31

,.

l'inll.<t!rh>Htm.< start immediately!

Tickets are still on sale for the
1975·76 Lobo women's athletic
awards banquet which will be
held May 4 at the Albuquerque
Inn convention center. They may
be purchased at the Lobo Club
and the UNM ticket office at
University Arena.

Comporollve~ prtced year mund
• GoOd S.locnon • sludenl terms

f:ltt/~!f/J [J}l;fl;.)(!/ll.d!/Jt«ldi.IJm! l/li71fl

'·'

Each diamond is hand selected
for uncompromising beauty and value. and
as always are covered by America ·s most complete warranty. Orange Blossom •Diamond
Rings ... available in all price ranges ...

MARY ANNE'S
SNACK SHOP
Under New Management
at WEST MESA BOWL
2024 Coors NW, 831-2811
25"/o OFF .to UNM Students

'.1 butterfield

... YOUR PERSONAL SERVICE

NOW in
CARDINAL PLAZA

jett:eleriJ~·
.
A(]J

2411 SAN PEDRO N.E.
.. opposite the Broadway Coronado

'.

ONE of the OLDEST LOCALL V OWNED JEWELERS IN ALBUQUERQUE

Some of the women vying for
top honors include basketball
star Linda Hattox, field-.hockey
great Margaret Gonzales . and
trackster Karen Cramond.

SNACKS!
SOFT DRINKS! ~
MEXICAN FOOD!'-'~~'¥rC...- ....., •
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Gal. Pastoso · $2.99
1/5 Calvert

$2.99
1/~

Jack Daniels
Black •
$5.99

Ice Cold Keg Beer

Come in for a demonstration. Once you see
and hear the A-170, you
won't settle fo1· anything- less.

z

Tlw lt>adl•l', alwayx hax bt't'll.

~
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WAC Champ Arizona Here

Footballers
·Have Last
Intra-squad
'l'he UNM football team held
its final scrimmage of spring
practice Wednesday night.
The LOBO captured the Wolfpack in pictures. In the photo at
left, Coach Bill Mondt guides his
1976 squad from the sidelines.
In the photo to the right
fullback Mike Williams {no. 40)
goes into the endzone to score for
the Turquoise team. The
Turquoise beat the White, 17-6.
•The bottom photo depicts
quarterback Casey Miller (no.
12). Miller will be vying. with
Noel Mazzone, who carried the
brunt of the QB duties for the
starting slot.

The first-year coach said the
only budget setback he has had
was a $1000 budget deficit (from
last year's tennis overs·pending)
being "tacked on" to this year's
already-tight budget.

Baseball: Pro and Lobos
Pack Battles
Arizona Cats

92.3 FM

,By Tim Gallagher
The New Mexico Lobo baseball
team faces its biggest test of the
year today and Saturday in Tucson, Ariz., in a three-game series
against the Arizona Wildcats.
The Wildcats, ranked numbertwo in the nation a few weeks
ago, are tied with New Mexico
(27-13) for second-place in the
WAC with a 3-3 confer~nce
record. Arizona State leads the.
WAC with a 5-l conference
record.
This will be the first home
WAC series for Arizona. They
previously
dropped
three
straight to ASU in Tempe and
then swept three straight from
UTEP in El Paso.
In order to have any chance at
first or second in the WAC, the
Lobos must beat Arizona at least
once. This will be no easy task as
the Wildcats, who swept six
games from UNM last year,

New Mexico
•

Taros. Top
Dukes, .15-8
The Tucson Toros whipped the

g.

Albuquerque Dukes 15-8 in Tucson Wednesday night and won
the five game opening Pacific
Coast League series· from
AlbuquerQue three games to two.

Bob leigh
return nearly every starter off
last
year's
second-in-theconference team.
"Hollywood" Joe Pistono leads
the Lobo hitters in WAC batting
averages. The designated hitter
from Hackensack, N.J., is hitting
.333 iri theW AC and .362 overalL

Last Saturday night the Dukes
opened the season in a bad way
with a 7-5 loss to the Toros.

Chuck mcGuire

!/·

m:,·.. >::Z-

Next Friday night will be a ·
special Dukes • promotion for
UNM students. All UNM students will be admitted to the 7:30
p.m. game with Phoenix for $1
and then it's all the beer they can.
drink .

Wa~t

Ads say it
in a Big Way!!

Classified Advertising Rates
15t per word, $1.00 r:ninimurrt charge
.
Terms Cash in advance

Lobo Lirney
Two former Albuquerque
basketballers were named Most
-Valuable Players as the.v led
their team to the All-England
Basketball Championship last
week.
·
Ex-Lobo Mark Saiers, from
Manzano high school and Jim
Guymon, an ex-Eastern New
Mexico and Valley High School
player teamed up for 58 points as
their Cinzano Crystal Palace
team won 108·88 in the Guinness
National Cup Finals.

CR·ABS?
TRIPLEX

~'l""i"l"l wipes them
Ma~ron

E~closed $-~--Placed by ____ _:. ___ Telepbone

Hall, Room 132 ·

Ma#To
UNM Box 20. University of ·New Mexico,
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131

24 Hour Ser.vice
from ~8.50
Lessons
Tennf~h(f·-~
Avo.ilo.ble
b~

The Dukes began a five-game
· ' series with the Salt Lake City
Gulls Thursday night in Salt
Lake City, Utah. The Dukes will
play their ho'me opener next
Tuesday night at 7:30p.m. against the Phoenix Giants at the
Sports Stadium.

Daily.~Obo

Please place the following classified advertisement in the ·New MelCico
Daily Lobo •. .. ..:. time(s) beginning ... --· . · •.• ~· under the heading
{circle-one): 1. Pe-rsonals; 2: Lost & Found; 3. Services: 4. For Rent; 9For Sale;,6. Employment; 7. Travel 8. Miscellaneous.

Pho1os by
Jo Lopez

EXPERT RACKET STRINGING

out

The single application 11q·
uid that kills body. head
and crab lice and their
eggs on contact. S1mple
and safe to use. No pre-

sc;ript!On needed. Ask
your druggist for Triple X.

Youngs Drug Products Corp.ti!
PO. Box 5, Piscat"way, NJ 08854

Try
the

cool
Enjoy this great new drink from Mexico!
We're passing along the recipe used by Mexico City's
famed Las Piramides bar. The secret is in the way these
two great liquors blend so well with orange juice. Try
one, there's nothing
like it. Caramba!

1 oz. Southern Comfort

v.. oz. tequila
orange juice

Fill a highball glass with ice
cubes. Add the tequila and
Southern Comfort. Fill with
juice, stir and add a cherry.

You know it's got to be good.,. when it's made with

Southern Comfort®
SOUTHERN COMFORT COAPORATION,IOO PROOF LIQUEUR. ST.lOUIS, MO. 63132

2901 Indian School
262·1691

RD~E

iTndian School" & Gi,rard}

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING

3,.

0
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CUSTOM WIWDING lUNGS by Churlic Hnmcro,
2945 Wyoming Ne. 2!!3·6901.. 4/30
F-AMOO~us -~=-Q
Vii~A~~·Bo0-KSii0'I 1 .----·~~Od
Photo!{r11phy Gallery is J/2 block from Johnson
?Yrn on Corn~!!~ ~pe~la~ord('~~~~~~c!:'_,!:fn ---··
Jo}J)J'J'JNG, Dissertations, lh(•ses, 898·301 fi, i)/30

in

Marron llall room 131 or by mall to:
Classified Advrrllsfng, UNM llo.• 2!),
Albuquerque, N ;Ptt. 87131
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wIUTlm wAN1'S
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INTEHES'rgo IN NO Frills low cost jettrnvol to
guropc, Afrkn, the Middle ~Just, tho Far East'/
F;durlllional flights has been helping people
travel r>n 11 budget with maximum flexlhility nnd
mlnlm~m hnssh• for si'f years. For morr• info call
toll fr()C 800·325·8034. 4/23
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GYJ'SY CANDI,E flES'rAllflAN1' lr!!rne
cooking, European & Scnfood, ii;.S.P, en·
tortnf.nrmml. 299 0141. 4/23
--
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00 A FJUFlNP n favor. Ilavl.' him slapped with
your fn vor!i fin vor. , • Pie that Is. I·'or your free
~:'_tfrn.!'_l_e~il!lthc~:::'~Jgsl~~?5·22~1:.~~/26 __
WAN'mD: nOOMMA'f'E for fall, shnrc house nr
apt, ncar UNM, female. 268·7197.
4/26
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FQR~grirroriiAI;~'A'Ssis·rANCE with your
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PASSPOH'f, Wl~Wri~'ICA'r!ON PHO'rOS
Il&wcst prices in tnwnJ Fast, pleasing. Ne:1r UNM.
Calf 265·2444 or come to 1717 Cirnrd Blvd,
Ng, Un

0
c.;

'>Q)<

4/29

;r!fii!)'ol?"mm-ic-niJ;PC'<J~~rr?ii;v;~·~;;;;alock
!'fO.~~ssion,?llX !n~~«._llcd~631Z!~~~~,,i(£~~

llat~H; l5~~nts per word per day, onedollu
!Dfnlmurn. AdverUs~Jments run tlve or more
~qnsecutlve days with no change8, nine cen·
til per word per day (no r~funds I( ~ancelled
bef!lrll five Insertions}; ClasHifled ad·
vertiHementH muHt be paid In advance,

..0

SEUVICES

EXPEHIENcir)·;rvrisiR~as~~ble ~-tes. 292.
1285.

,_.,._~-~~~.

100 MII,E OICYCJ..I~ Ill DE? Sure, you can do ill
Join tho Tour of the Rio Grande V;11Jey, Sunday,
April 25. Dcta.lls nt Pedni'N Spoke, 3025 Centrnl
NFl. 4/23
--~-'"-'""""'....---.p"""-""..._._""",_,.,~=-~""'"""'~'---.~·-·-----'"-·-

CON'f'JN8N1'AJ, IlflEAKFAS'l' EXPni~SSO ornngt• juirc·r:roi~silnl 7:30arn·10am. Hippo leo
Crenm.t20 llurvnrd SE. 4/23

NEW PJl,L Hirt.h control ~tudy nel.'ds pnr·
Uciplln(s. $150 paid, lnrlurlos free chcck·ups nnd
oye cxnrns, Cull Nancy 277·4051, 4/23

dissllrtalion, sprlr~l·h, or presentation. calf Harvey
Fraucnl:lass, Professional Communication Ser·

~~-~'!:_~4~:.,_ '!.(~0---~--~~~-----~

SUI,REME '!'YI'ING SERVICE, Call now, 268·
4880. 4/23
~------~·~·.~---·--~---<~'~

4.

FORRENT

r£liiNisuioA.r.:\ii·rr.1BI'ii·-w~Jki~gdi:~il,·~-;;
to UNM, $120/mo,
9347. 4/29

includes

utilities.

898·

.

..,.._...~--.--=. ..---~~.~.-=-=--"·~-·-----·~"~---------------·

NEED HOOMMA'J'FJ Have apartment. Jim 255·
7796 bofore 2 p~ane..:__7p_!!l.:$72.50 mo. 4/29
Cl'l'Y'S flES'I' one bedroom furnished aj>nrlments
for only $170, bills pnid. Spadous. nicely fur.
nlshcd, , enrjwts, dishwasher, disposor.s,.
"refrlgoratorl nir, two swimming pools. 208·9
Coh1mhln SE. On() hloc.k to UNM. Compare, 255·
2685, 4/30

ROOMMATE

J<'Ofl TWO bedroom apartment. $6'5
~>mplc}e· 265:~0_70__._4~/2_8_ _ _~-----WAN'rED ROOMMA'rE f,nrgc 2·bedroom house
near UNM. $80/mo plus 1/2 utilities. Buddy 266·
9577nfter.noon. 4/26

__

---~.--·~--'-~-~~~·-~~

IIOUSEMA'fE WAN'l'ED. Sharo large 3·bdrm,
ncar UNM. 842-1826, 4/28

--~,_

RECOJlDS 'rilE Vll,I,,AGE GREEN, 2227 Lead
Spcci~li~e in 60's

FU!,L OR PART TlM!!J help, either sex. Electr.a
flyer Hang Gliders, 344·3444. 4/29

-~--~~---'---,----·

FOR FULl, OR PARTTIME warehouse or sales,
Apply l Onm·5pm Monduy-Friday, I.a Belle's
£i~,t.r!buting,4920Mcnnul Blv_d~E. 4/27
INTERESTED IN CI,EAN-up Committee during
l"icsla at $2.00 hour. Contncl Eloy Chnvez 277·
5029. 4/23
'

SE, J.:00·6:Q0prn. (,cad & Ya!e.
rock & roll. 4/26

1971 VW VAN CAMPEH, radio, radials, rebuilt
engine, pop·up top, $1995. 345·'7043 after
five. 4/27

. ,. .
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GUII,D EI,EC'rRIC GUI'l'Afl, Star fire III, hollow
body, cxce.IJcnt condiUon, hnrd case, $250·offl'r,
24.2·4235. 4/28

--~...,..,..,...,.·~.~c----~~~~.,._-=

~,.._.,....-.~--.,....,..._...~'-"";- --~

.2 J,ARGE FLOOH Pl(,f,QWS $13 ea; unirrue
primitive coffeo tublc $45, 2G8·4813. 4/23
COLOR
BiEr scre~~-;;ame ob;nn~'t;lke ovc'r
payments $7 pllr mo. Sa von, 3105 Centr:ll NE, 256·
3505. 4/27

'l'V

NIKON F, photomic exccllcnl condili!ln $225.
Nikkor 200mm lens w/cnsc $200. 877·0970 or 277·
2715. 4/29

_.... •..,..--__..,_-=

STJ'JflEO CLOSEOU'f Ret•l to reels, B·lrack,
r!Jcorrlcrs, players, components, CBs. While they
last. 40 to 50 percent off. S;1von, 3105 Ccntnll NE.
262·0fi37. '4/27
-·----~-'--~·

PRO·PHO'rO EQUH'MENT-still nnd movie like
new, 831·9615. 4/27

6.

LOS'I'; IN Bookstorll, small UNM spiral notebook
contains nutrition nnd speech notes. Desperate
345·1726, 266·7881, 4/23
f,OST KEYS 4/20 ncar park. Return to campus
£'!!.1~c. Thnnks.4/23

LOST: lli,ACK Case, five keys assorted colors,
277 ·2405, 299-6989.4/23

CORHAI,ES ADOBE on 2 acres. 2 fircpla~cs,
beamed ceilings, 4·bedroom, 898·9347. 4/29
BICYCI,E SAI,El 1975 Takara lO·spceds, now on
sale ns '76 models arc arriving, These hlki!s'will be
sold al $99.50 complete with thorn-resistnnllubes
and kickstands. A great transportation bike nnd
also approprinto for short tours. The Spinning
Wheel, 109 Yale sg, 242·7888. 4/26

NE.

4/30

'-------------- --

________

1973 PON'riAC VEN'f'URA, 4·dr, steel belted
rndi1!ls, J'S, A'f', AC, excellent condition, 298·7218
nrtcr 5. 4/23
.
BlCYCI,E SPHING TtJNE:up Special $6, H.C.
Hallett's, 843·9378. trn

1975 750 KAWASAKI, excellent, will trade, sell.
2717 Jefferson NE evenings, 4/29
_,__

N~ED MODELS for nt•w short hair cuts. Inquire
at TijerHs Jl<tir Company, 5208 A Constitution

NEW MEXICO'S BICYCI,E Touring Center.
Quality l O·spccd hicyclcs, camping, hiking, and
backpack!Jlg equipment. '!'rail linus Cyclery, 1031
,_
San Mateo SE, 256·9190. 4/23

BICYCLE SAI,E; Save up, to $50 on the fiQesl
European Bicycles. R.C. Hallett's, 2122 Coal Pl.
S.E. 843·9378. Un

-·

"HA YW!RE MUSIC!" for hire cnlf 243·3632.
Okie's Friday, Saturdny. 4/23

1972 MG MJDGET $1750. Excellent condition,
344·8100. 4/27

VIVITAR ZOOM LENS, 85·205 Minolta mount,
excellent condition $130, 277·3328. 242·
4346. 4/29

-

MISCELLANEOUS

SINGER MACiilNE not claim!!d. !,eft in layaway,
equipped to zig r.ng. Pay $28 and Lilkc machine.
Snvon, 3105 Central NE, 262·0637. 4/27

TIRED OF COOKING! I will cook if you buy the
food for us. 5·7 p.m.: mornings. 256·9677,
i\nn. 4/22

-

8.

MICROSCOPE, ZEISS, Moooeular, .four ob·
jectivcs, siage, illumin:~tor, $.175, Unirnat ac·
ccssorjcs, 266·2.136. 4/23

5.

LOST&FOUND

CHARTERS 'J'O EUROPE! Inlerconl.incntal
'rravel Sl>rvice, 107 Gir~trd Blvd SE:. 2.55·
6830. 4/26

PEUGOT U 08 Reg. $159.95, now $129.95. The
Bike Shop, 605 Yale SE, 842·9100. 4/26

KEOS-OKIE'S will meet all keg prices. Special
discounts on 3 or more kegs. Free 50 10 oz cups
with each keg, 4/30
.

2.

TRAVEL

~~-

VAflSI'rY HOUSE, 141 Columbia SE. Deluxe 1·br
furnished apt. Twin or double. $165 includes
!!!:.ilili~·.s. Adults only, no pets. 268·0525. 4/23

FORSALE

7.

CONTEMPORARY
UNCONVEN'rlONAI,
HOME, perfect selling for artwork, plnnts. Brick
floors, cathedra.! ceilings, two fireplaces, four
private pntfo:;, Mid 50's. 883·0992. 4/23

HUN AMUCK! Hccords, books 8(suppU;;;on sale
now at UNM Bookstore. 4/23
'

WANTED BABYs'irriR:-·~-yho.~e. various
hours during summer. 242·3694. 4/27
PAR'f 1'1ME JOB G;adt;~tc siudcnt_s_o-nl_y_,M-us-t
ho over 21 years old. Need two part time em·
ployces for day work. Also have positions for
F.riday & Saturday nights. Apply in,purson only,
no phone calls please. Save Way I,iquor Store,
5704 I•omas NE. 4/30
~------~-------CAMP COUNSELORS NEEDED for YWCA day
camp. Men & women. Must enjoy ~hildrcn & ott I·
doors. 247-8841.' 4/27

OVERSEAS JOBS summer/Y~Jar·round. Europ!l,
S. Americ:~, ,Austr:~lia, Asia, etc, All fi11lds, $500·
$1200 monthly. Expenses paid, sightseeing. F'ree
inform.·Write: International Job Centor, Dept.
NB.Ilox 4490, Berk!liey, CA 94704. 4/26

STOP PAYING flEN'J'I Buy this 4-hdrm. home,
close to UNM. $2,000 down, low payments. Call
now! Dave Smith, Dournc/Dcibcl fleallors, 344·
3441. Eves, 877·8221. 4/23

ONLY 5· LOBOS
left. until Closed Week
All CI,assified Advertising
Should Be Submitted

EMPLOYMENT

CARE FOR SEMI-INVALID, few hours weekly·
3 days or nights~ possible live in, 877·9393. 4/26
COUNSE!,ORS. A & C, nature & camp craft
specialist, 6 wk Knitana JCC Day camp in Man·
zanos, July G·Aug 13. Contact JCC daytime 266·
5641, Beth Rosenstein 265·8941. Rob Etigson 255·
3644 evenings. 4/29

NOW!

S_ee the Hippo for rate information
·---------- -··-

Grand Re-Opening
Saturday
with every S2.00 purchase
l
BANKAMERJCARD
e:a.:~~:$dl

•

•
111 ·Harvard SE

newly expanded
!i,

ERAL STORE

